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1

Abstract:
Collecting the family history to find the inheritance of trait is the
fundamental concept in human genetics. The collected information on
the family can be presented in an easily readable chart called Pedigree.
Hand-drawn pedigrees become difficult when there is a large collection
of known individuals in the family. Hence “Pedigree tool “was
developed

which

automatically

creates

the

Ancestor

tree

and

Descendant tree. This tool also has an option to find the unrelated
individuals. Inserting individual details into the database can also be
done using this tool. Thus this user-friendly java based application can
help researchers and genetic counselors to investigate the genetic cause
of the hereditary diseases. Discovering the genes that are involved in
susceptibility to the diseases will be useful for earlier diagnosis and
treatment to slow or prevent the disease.
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Introduction:
Pedigree is the main focus of many researches in human genetics.
It helps the geneticist to track the inherited traits. Hand drawn pedigree
becomes difficult when more data on a family are collected. Considering
the difficulty in drawing, a tool called” Pedigree Tool” was developed.
This tool draws the ancestor and descendant tree automatically for the
required individual and also includes other features which help in
different genetic research.

2.1

Background:
Human genetics can be defined as the study of traits passed from
generation to generation. The main concern of human genetics is the
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genetic diseases. Humans are affected by different kinds of genetic
disorders usually caused by the mutations or errors in the genetic code.
This condition makes it difficult to find the cure for the genetic disorders
and thus leading to several research in the filed of genetics.

2.1.1

Basic concept of Genetics:

2.1.1.1 Gene:
All living being are made up cells. Some organisms are made up
of one cell while other large organisms like humans are made up
different kinds of cells. Each cell contains a nucleus where the
instructions necessary for the living and growth of living organisms
reside. These instructions are called genes. Thus gene can be defined as
the subunit of DNA containing the hereditary information which
produces a specific protein or RNA1

Fig 1: Structure of DNA2

Fig 1 shows the structure of DNA .The structure is made up of
two strands which run in the opposite direction and coiled around to
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form double helix .DNA or Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid is made up of
series of units called nucleotides which are composed of Phosphate,
Sugar and base.

Fig 2: Nucleotide

The Sugar in DNA is called deoxyribose, is made up of carbon
and oxygen atoms.

Shows the carbon atoms attached in sugar and are

marked from 1 to 5. The 5th position of deoxyribose connects to the 3rd
position of another deoxyribose via a Phosphate to form the SugarPhosphate backbone of DNA.DNA contains 4 different bases; they are
Adenine, Thymine, Guanine and Cytosine where each base connects to
the 1st position of the Sugar. The bases from one strand connect to the
base in the other strand via hydrogen bond 3.The pairing of base occurs
only between G-C and A-T. Thus the DNA strands are made up of bases:
ATGCGCATATGC. The set of three bases are called codons. These
codons produce an amino acid which helps the cell to perform a specific
function4.
Example:
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Each cell contains many DNA .The DNA is packed along with
protein to form chromosome which is placed in the nucleus. Each human
cell has 46 chromosomes arranged in 23 pairs. One of the chromosomes
in each pair is from the father while other chromosome is from the
mother. The 22 pair of chromosome is alike for both male and female and
they are called autosomes. The 23rd pair of chromosome is the sex
chromosome where female has two X chromosomes and male has an X
and Y chromosome6.

2.1.1.2 Mitosis and Meiosis:
Human body is made up of trillions of cells. Although they are
made up of many cells, each human body starts as a single cell called the
“mother cell”.
This cell contains 23 pair of chromosomes. Just before this cell
divide into two “ daughter cells “, the mother cell makes a copy of its
chromosomes resulting in two 23 pair of chromosomes .This 46 pair of
chromosomes is present only for a brief time. This division occurs so that
the daughter cell has complete set of 46 chromosomes. Thus this type of
division is called mitosis and occurs continuously to form a trillion of

cells 5.
Fig 3: Mitosis
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Almost all human cells are diploid (i.e.) 23 pair of chromosomes.
In meiosis, the diploid cell divides in the process similar to mitosis
except that the daughter cell divides without creating copies of their
chromosomes, thus resulting in 4 cells, each containing one copy of each
chromosome pair and hence 23 chromosomes. These types of cell with 23
chromosomes are called haploid. These haploid cells produced are eggs
in female and sperm in male. Thus during fertilization, the sperm
containing

23

chromosomes

fuse

with

an

egg

containing

23

chromosomes resulting in a diploid Zygote 5.

Fig 4: Meiosis

2.1.1.3 Inheritance:
Inheritance can be defined as the passing of traits from parents to
offspring. Most often we resemble our parents or sibling and this is
11

because we receive their traits through genes. Each person has two
copies of each gene where one copy of gene is inherited from the father
and other copy inherited from mother. The two inherited copies of gene
are exactly the same or can show the slight variations called alleles
mostly shown is genes of eye and hair color. Thus a male and female
provide 223 x 2 23 different combinations of chromosome which results in
variation of genetics traits from generation to generation6.

2.1.2

Hereditary disease:
The hereditary disease are grouped into three classes: They are

2.1.2.1 Chromosomal Disorder:
This disorder occurs when there is an error in all 23 pair of
chromosomes or parts of the chromosomes. This error is due to the
missing or changed chromosomes.

2.1.2.2 Multifactorial Disorder:
Mutations

in

more

than

one

gene

combined

with

the

environmental factors such as exposure to toxic substance, exposure to
intense sunlight, smoking and drinking habits, etc cause this complex
disorder.

2.1.2.3 Single-Gene Disorder:
Single gene disorder also called as Mendelian disorder is caused
by the mutation of a single gene. Approximately 1 % of the population is
affected by this disorder.
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The Mendelian disorder shows five modes of inheritance
depending upon the transmission of this mutated gene from one
generation to another generation

2.1.3

Modes of Inheritance

2.1.3.1 Autosomal dominant Inheritance
This type of inheritance occurs when a mutated gene from either
one of parent is capable of causing disease to the offspring. A person
shows the trait, when one of the two copies of the gene is mutated. This
mutated gene is present on one of the 22 pair of chromosomes and thus
there is an equal chance of transmitting the trait in both male and female.
Individuals with Autosomal dominant disease have 50% chance of
transmitting their trait onto each of their children7.

R Dominant Gene

r Recessive Gene

Fig 5: Autosomal Dominant Inheritance
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2.1.3.2 Autosomal Recessive Inheritance:
This inheritance occurs when both the copies of the gene is
mutated. A person carrying one mutated gene is the carrier for the
disease and hence not affected by the disease. This mutated gene is
present on one of the 22 pair of chromosomes and thus there is an equal
chance of transmitting the trait in both male and female. Individuals
with Autosomal recessive disease have 25% chance of transmitting their
trait onto their offspring7.

R Dominant Gene

r Recessive Gene

Fig 6: Autosomal Recessive Inheritance

2.1.3.3 X- Linked Recessive Inheritance:
X-linked recessive inheritance occurs when the mutated gene is
present on the X chromosome .This inheritance transmit the trait only to
the male while female carrying one mutated gene becomes the carrier of
the trait7
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X d Recessive Trait
Fig 7: X-Linked Recessive Inheritance

2.1.3.4 X-Linked Dominant Inheritance:
X-linked dominant inheritance occurs when the gene on the X
chromosome is dominant. This type of inheritance transmits the trait to
both male and female where female is affected more frequently because
of its two X chromosomes 7.

X  Dominant Trait
Fig8: X-Linked Dominant Inheritance
15

2.1.3.5 Mitochondrial Inheritance:
This inheritance occurs as a result of mutation in mitochondrial
genes and thus transmits the trait to both male and female. Only female
can pass on the mutation to the offspring because only ova contains
mitochondria whereas sperm does not 7.

2.1.4

Genetic Analysis
Genetic analysis is done using a sample of DNA which helps in

determining the mutated gene that cause or increase the effects of the
disorder8. Direct DNA analysis is done to detect the mutation in a gene
using methods such as sequence analysis and mutation analysis where
the disease causing gene is known9.

In some disorders like Mendelian disorder, it becomes difficult to
identify the mutated gene using microscopic examinations. Hence family
linkage analysis is used where it uses the pattern of inheritance to
determine the linkage between different loci (the specific position of a
gene or other chromosomal marker). This analysis also requires
additional information from the affected individual in the same family
for comparison

10.

Thus the family linkage analysis is made easy using

the family chart called Pedigree.

2.1.5

Research:
Dr. Newman’s research program is investigating the genetic

causes of the age related hearing loss called Presbycusis. This
progressive hearing loss affects people mostly over the age 60. The
16

affected people finds trouble in hearing the high pitched noise compared
to the low pitched noise11.
Presbycusis is caused by the loss or damage of the tiny hair cell
present in the inner ear which serves as the sensory receptors.
Sensorinerual hearing loss can occur due to aging, repeated exposure to
loud noises or other health conditions. Presbycusis is also caused by
inheritance of mutated gene12. Both genetic and environmental factors
cause Presbycusis but no specific gene has yet been identified. However
mutation in many genes causes this congenital deafness.
For this research, Dr.Newman collaborates with investigators at
International Center for Hearing Loss (ICHSR), who tests volunteer
human subjects for their hearing abilities. The investigators at ICHSR
state the hearing capabilities more precisely after testing the human
subject of different age group. Blood or buccal samples and family
histories of the subjects are collected during testing to extract DNA for
genetic analysis. With all the collected information the team at ICHSR
created a secure database for the project where all the subjects are given
anonymous code numbers, so that no identifying information is
transferred to Dr.Newman or her laboratory.
Dr. Newman’s approach is to search for polymorphisms in
candidate genes (known genes suspected to be associated with the
disease of interest on the basis of the biological function of its protein) for
Presbycusis and characterize these polymorphisms in the study
population. Association is determined by different statistical tests such
as analysis of variance (ANOVA) and analysis of co-variance
(ANCOVA). For this kind of study, it is important that all subjects are
unrelated to each other. Advanced studies can also be done using family
linkage analysis where it is important that all subjects are related to each
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other. Thus for this research a better database that includes relationship
and tool that automatically selects the subjects required for a particular
study is required.

3

Materials and Methods:
The objective of my project is to build a database that would
incorporate pedigree data which is currently stored in paper records and
develop a tool which draws the ancestor and descendant tree and list the
unrelated individuals in the database.

3.1

Pedigree:
Pedigree is a simplified family diagram which shows how a
specific gene or trait is inherited through many generations. Pedigree
provides information about the biological relationship between
individuals in a family, the mode of inheritance of genetic disease,
fertility of individuals including pregnancies, miscarriages and dead
family members13.

3.2

Drawing Pedigree:
Pedigrees are drawn using standard symbols to represent people
and lines to represent the biological relationship between the
individuals. The standard symbols are as follows; square is used to
represent male, circle is used to represent female, diamond is used to
represent unknown individual, square and circle shaded or color filled in
represent individuals with genetic disorder14.
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Fig 9: Drawing Pedigree15
Figure 9 explains the drawing of a pedigree. A union is shown by
connecting the individuals with horizontal line called the “Relationship
line”. Children are connected to their parents with a vertical line called
the” line of descent”. Biological brothers and sisters are connected to
each other by a horizontal “sib ship line” which then connects to their
individual lines15.

3.3

Database:
A database can be defined as the collection of data stored in computer
for easy access and analysis16. There are two types of database: flat-file
database and relational database.

3.3.1

Flat-File:
Flat-File database is a simple database model where it stores

information in a single table. This database works fine when a fixed
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number of fields are used but gets complicated when trying to store
complex data with structural relationship17.

3.3.2

Relational Database:
Early databases models such as hierarchical table and network

data model had problems with the redundant data. Thus these two data
models let to the design of the relational database model by Dr.E.F.Codd.
The data in this table are represented as a set of tables or relations. Each
table contains rows called tupules where each row is represented by a
unique field called primary key and columns are called fields. One-toone, one-to-many and many-to-many are the categories of relationships
that exist in this database model18.
Data is retrieved by specifying fields and tables using a standard
query language known as Structured Query Language (SQL). Most
DBMSs (Database Managements Systems) use SQL to build, modify,
maintain and manipulate databases. A database management system
(DBMS) is computer software designed for the purpose of managing
databases. Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, IBM DB2 and Informix are
examples of industrial strength relational DBMS .Microsoft Access,
Microsoft FoxPro and Borland dBase are examples of PC-based relational
DBMS18.

3.3.3

Pedigree Database:

The most efficient way to create a database to incorporate pedigree data
is by creating a relational database. I have designed the database in such a
way that it has a table with Individual-ID, Father-ID, Mother-ID, Genetic
Number, Gender and Family Number with Individual-ID as primary key.
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The individuals in the database are given a six digit number. The first
digit identify whether or not there is phenotype data on that subject (e.g.
1 = subject exists in ICHSR database and 2 = subject was created to keep
track of relationships).Last digit identify whether the individual is male
or female (e.g. 1 =male and 2= female)
Example: 210011

For this, the DBMS I used is Microsoft Access. Developing or
modifying database using Microsoft Access is much easier and faster.

With the help of this relational database, I have developed a tool
using JDBC, Swing and java applet. Java is an object programming
language developed by Sun Microsystems. Java programs are platform
independent. Java applets are small java program which can run in web
browser. Swing is a GUI toolkit for Java which includes advanced
components than AWT. Java program is connected to the data in the
database through an application programming interface called JDBC.

4

Tool Explanation:
The “Pedigree Tool” was designed to find the ancestor tree,
descendant tree and unrelated individuals. This tool also has the
capability to add new individuals into the database and show the family
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information in the matrix format. The Pedigree Tool is made up of input
fields, text area and buttons.

4.1

Program Specs:

Project Name: Pedigree Tool
Purpose: To draw Ancestor tree, Descendant tree and to list the Unrelated
Individuals.
Language: Java

4.1.1 Design:
This tool is constructed with buttons, input fields and text area. The entire tool
design can be divided as Text area, the blocks and the general buttons.

Text Area:
The text area is displayed on the left side of the tool. The vertical and horizontal
scrollbar appears if the display data is more than the displayed text area.

Blocks:
The “Insert New Individuals” block has 6 input fields namely Individual ID,
Father ID, Mother ID, Genetic No, Gender and Family No and a button named
‘NewEntry’.

The “Matrix ID” block has one input field named Input and one button named
‘Matrix’.
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The “Key in the ID” block has one input field named Individual ID and two
buttons named ‘Ancestor’ and ‘Descendant’.

The above mentioned blocks are placed on the right side of the text area.

General Buttons:
The three buttons named ‘Help’, ’Clear, and ‘Unrelated’ are placed at the bottom
of the text area.
4.1.2

Pseudocode:

Ancestor:
Get the Individual Id as user input.
Retrieve the parent’s information of the Individual Id from database.
If there’s no parent information for the individual id
Print there’s no ancestor for the Individual id on the screen
Else
Add the parent information to the jtree node of the individual id.
Retrieves the sibling information of the Individual id from the database
If there is sibling information
Add the sibling id to the jtree node of the individual id.
Set the parents information as individual id.
While there’s no parents information for the individual id
Retrieve the parent’s information of the Individual Id from database.
If there no parents information
Print the tree on the screen
Else
Add the parent information to the jtree node of the individual id.
Retrieves the sibling information of the Individual id from the database
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If there is sibling information
Add the sibling id to the jtree node of the individual id.
Set the parents information as individual id.

Descendant:
Get the individual id as user input.
Find whether the individual id is parents of any individual.
If the individual id has no kids
Print that the individual id has no descendant information on the screen.

Else
Find if the individual id has more than one spouse
If the individual id has more than one spouse
For the number of spouse individual
Retrieve the kid’s information from the database.
Add the individual id to the jtree node of the individual id.
Else
Retrieve the kid’s information from the database.
Add the individual id to the jtree node of the individual is.

Set the retrieved kid’s information as individual id.
While the individual id has no kids information
Find whether the individual id is parents of any individual.
If the individual id has no kids
Print the descendant tree on the screen
Find if the individual id has more than one spouse
If the individual id has more than one spouse
For the number spouse individual
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Retrieve the kid’s information from the database.
Add the individual id to the jtree node of the individual id.
Else
Retrieve the kid’s information from the database.
Add the individual id to the jtree node of the individual is.

Unrelated:
Retrieve the family number
Set the count to 1
For the count not greater than the family number
Retrieve the individual id from the database
Check if the individual id starts with 1.
If the individual id starts with 1
Save the individual id.
Else
The individual id is not considered.
For the number of individual id that starts with 1
Check if the individual id has parent information in the database.
If the individual id has no parent information
Add the individual id in the main list.
Else
Check if the parent’s id starts with 2
If the parent’s id starts with 2
Add the individual is in the main list
Else
The individual id is not considered.

For the number of individual id in the main list
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Find if the individual id has sibling information in the database from
the main list.
If the individual id has no sibling information
Add the individual id to the unrelated list.
Else
Find one individual among the sibling using random() and store
unrelated list.
Print the unrelated list in the screen.

Matrix:
Get the individual id as user input.
Retrieve the individual id ancestor information
If the individual id has no ancestor information
Find the individual is descendant information
If the individual id has no descendant information
Store them in matrix array
Else
Retrieve the individual id spouse information and store in spouse list.
Retrieve the individual id sibling information and store in the individual list.
For the number of individual id in individual list
Retrieve the individual id spouse information and store in spouse list.
Retrieve the individual id sibling information and store in the individual
list and matrix list.
For the number of individual id in the spouse list.
Find the ancestor information and store in matrix list.
Else
Retrieve the individual id spouse information and store in spouse list.
Find the individual id ancestor information and store in individual list and
matrix list.
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For the number if individual in the individual list
Retrieve the individual id spouse information and store in spouse list.
Find the individual id ancestor information and store in individual list and
matrix list

For the number of individual id in the spouse list.
Find the ancestor information and store in matrix list

Print the matrix.

InsertIntoDatabase:
Get the user input.
Check if the individual id is present in the database with the same parent
information.
If the individual id and parent information is correct
Print the individual id is already in the list on the screen.
Else
Check if the individual is present in the database.
If the individual id is not present in the database
Insert the individual id along with other user input into the database.
Check if the parent information is already present in the database.
If the parent information is not present
Insert the parent information as separate individuals into the database
Else
Update the individual’s id family no same as the parent.
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Pedigree Tool:
Display the GUI.
If user enters the value in input field to insert into database and clicks the button
Validate the user input
If validation is success
Pass values to insertIntoDatabase class
Else
Pop up message showing the error and request user to input the value
again.
If the user enters the value in input field to find the matrix and click the button
Validate the user input
If validation is success
Pass value to matrix class
Else
Pop up message showing the error and request user to input the value
again.
If the user enters the value in input field to find the ancestor and clicks the button
Validate the user input
If validation is success
Pass value to ancestor class
Else
Pop up message showing the error and request user to input the value
again.
If the user enters the value in input field to find the descendant and clicks the
button
Validate the user input
If validation is success
Pass value to descendant class
Else
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Pop up message showing the error and request user to input the value
again
If the user clicks the unrelated button
Invoke the unrelated class.
If the user clicks the help button
Print the help information in text area
If the user clicks the clear button
Clear all the values in the input fields and text area .

4.2

4.2.1

Analysis and Design:

E-R diagram:
An entity-relationship diagram explains the interrelationships between

entities in a database. ER diagram use symbols to represent information. Boxes
represent entities, Diamonds represents relationships and ovals represent
attributes.
The pedigree tool is constructed using one database and hence no
relationship is shown. The unrelated database has following attributes ID,
Father-id, Mother-id, Genetic no, Familyno and Gender with Id as the primary
key.
Mother-id
Father-id

Id

Unrelated
Familyno

Genetic no

Gender
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4.2.2

Class Diagram:
Class diagram is a type of UML diagram which shows the collection of

classes and interfaces in a system along with their static relationships. Each class
is represented by a rectangle which is divided into three compartments. The first
compartment contains the class name; the second compartment contains the list
of attributes. The attributes name can be shown along with its type, initial value
and other properties. The third compartment contains the list of methods. The
method name can be shown along with their parameters and return type.
Attributes and methods can show their visibility as green circle for public, red
square for private and orange diamond for protected.
Class diagram display the different types of relationships such
as association, aggregation, composition and generalization. Here in the Pedigree
class diagram shown in the classes show the association and Generalization. An
association relation occurs when the two classes are connected to each other in
any way which is represented by

.Generalization indicates the inheritance

(i.e.) the child class inherits the common functionality from the parent class
which is represented by

and the symbol

implements an interface.
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is used when the class

Fig 10: Class Diagram for Pedigree Tool
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Fig 11: Sequence Diagram for Pedigree Tool
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4.2.3

Sequence diagram:
A sequence diagram shows the interactions between the objects in

sequential order. The sequence diagram shows the invocation of methods in each
class and the order in which the invocation occur. This two dimensional diagram
shows list of classes in the horizontal axis and sequence of messages in vertical
axis. Here the simple message is represented by
is represented by

and message response

. The messages can also be numbered to show the

invocation of methods in detail.

4.3

Input Fields:
There are 3 different input field blocks, they are

4.3.1

Insert New Individual:
The “Insert New individuals” block gets the Individual id,

Father-id, Mother-id, Genetic No, Gender and the Family number from
the user and stores it in the database using the “New Entry” button.
While storing the Individual-id along with the other information in a
row, the Father-id and Mother-id are considered as new Individual-id
and they are stored in separate rows by assigning value 0 to their parents
and by assigning the respective family numbers. The Individual with
parent value 0 can be updated by just entering the Individual along with
new information. If the Individual and parent details are already present
in the database, a message “Individual already present in the database”
is displayed in the Text Area.
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Fig12: Screen shot of the tool where the “Insert New Individual”
block is located with an arrow mark.

Fig 13: Clear view of “Insert New Individuals Block” with “New
Entry” button
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4.3.2

Pedigree In Matrix Format:
The “Key in the Matrix ID “ block get the individual id along

with number of rows and columns to be displayed .This prints the tree in
the matrix format in the Text Area.
The pedigree is printed in 2 matrixes. The first matrix starts by
printing the individual with the spouse in the same row and kids in the
next row. If there is more than one kid the parent value is repeated for
each kid. This is done to avoid confusion when there is more than one
spouse. The second matrix prints the spouse family in the same format as
the first matrix.
1

8

2

3

9

5

4

6

7

Fig 14: Sample Pedigree
Here 1 and 2 are married and they have two kids 3 and 4.The 3
has no family, so 3 is skipped .Now 4 is married to 5 and they have two
kids 6 and 7.The spouse 5 has family which is printed in matrix2.
Matrix 1:
|1

2

1

2 |  Parent [The first individual in the parent group is always

male]
|3

4

|4

5

|6

7

| Children
4

5 | Parent
| Children
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Matrix 2:
|8
|5

9 | Parent
|

Fig 15: Screen shot of the tool where “Key in the Matrix ID” block is located
with an arrow mark.

Fig 16: Clear view of “Key in the matrix id” with matrix button
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4.3.3

Key in the Individual:
The “Key in the ID” block gets the individual id from user for

whom the ancestor and descendant should be found.

Fig 17: Key in the id block shown with arrow mark.

Fig 18: Clear view of “Key in the ID block”
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4.4

Explanation of Five Buttons:

Figure 19: is used to explain the ancestor, descendant and
unrelated button. The marked individual 110112 is used as input.

4.4.1

Ancestor Button:
The ancestor button prints the ancestor tree for the entered

individual id in the “key in the ID” block. The ancestor tree prints the
parent and siblings of each individual till it reaches the individual with
no parent details. The tree starts by printing the input individual. The
parent of the input individual is printed first. “+” symbol next to each
individual shows that the ancestor details of that individual is present.
Thus the individual’s parent and siblings are viewed by expanding the
tree.
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Fig 20: Screen shot of the ancestor chart

Fig 21: Expanded view of the Ancestors Chart

4.4.2

Descendant Button:
The descendant button prints the descendant tree for the entered

individual id in the key in the ID block. The descendant tree prints the
39

spouse and kids of each individual till it reaches the individual with no
kid details. The descendant tree starts by printing the input individual.
The entered individual along with the souse is printed. “+” symbol is
used to expand the individual to see the children. If there is more then
one spouse, the spouse’s contain the “+” symbol so that children with
that particular spouse can be seen. If the children have family, then the
particular child is marked with “+” symbol so that descendant of that
child can be viewed.

Fig 22: Screen Shot of the Descendant Chart

Fig 23: Screen shot of the expanded descendant chart
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4.4.3

Unrelated Button:
The Unrelated button prints the unrelated individuals in the

database. The marked individuals in figure 22, 110112 and 110141 are the
unrelated individuals present from the above shown pedigree example.

Fig24: Screen shot of the list of unrelated individuals in the
database
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4.4.4

Help Button:
The help button prints the explanation of the tool in the text

area.

Fig25: Screen shot shows the help text in the text area.
4.4.5

Clear Button:
Clear button clears all input field and clears the text area.
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Fig 26: Screen shot of the tool where all input fields are set to zero
is shown with an arrow mark.
5

Discussion:
Collecting the family history to find the inheritance of trait is the
fundamental concept in human genetics. The collected information is
presented in an easily readable chart called Pedigree. Hand-drawn
pedigrees become difficult when there is a large collection of data. Thus
“pedigree tool “was developed which automatically creates the tree. The
“pedigree tool” presents the family history in three different formats, the
ancestor tree, descendant tree and matrix tree. Thus this tree’s helps the
researchers and genetic counselors to track the inheritance of trait
through several generations. They can also use the Mendelian principles
to find the pattern of inheritance.
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There is lots of online software available for the user to draw
pedigree but there are very few software which automatically draws the
tree for the user, “Pedigree tool” is one among them. This tool draws the
tree with minimal information from the database.” Pedigree tool” find
the unrelated individuals in the database and also has the feature to
enter the individual’s details into the database which is not included in
many pedigree drawing software. This tool can find the ancestor tree,
descendant tree and unrelated individuals for any number of
generations which can help the researchers and genetic counselors to
find the genetic causes of hereditary diseases.

5.1

The reason for choosing JTree method:
The scope of the project was to retrieve the pedigree information without the
visualization part. Initially I came up with the matrix method which retrieves
the entire family details in two matrices. Later JTree method was also
proposed. This method present the family details separately as ancestor and
descendant tree. This method had clear presentation of the family details
compared to the matrix method. This method also had advantage to draw ‘n’
number of individuals with less complexity compared to the other
visualization methods .Here the visualization is more advantageous as the
tree can be expanded and minimized.

5.2 The reason for creating a Standalone Application:
Initially the database that I created had to connect to the ICHSR database .For
this reason; ‘applet’ was selected so that the tool can be viewed in the browser to
connect to the ICHSR database through intranet environment.
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Later the following issues were considered, and the applet was converted into a
standalone application.
(1)The connection to the ICHSR database was not required.
(2)Swing was used for JTree method instead of AWT.

5.3

Unit Testing:
Unit testing ensures that each class work correctly. Here I have tested all

the methods in five classes related to the pedigree GUI and explained them with
the following pedigree. [Fig27]

Fig 27: Pedigree

The following tables explain the unit testing of five classes.
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5.3.1

The following table validates the methods in Ancestor class

Method

Input

Expected result

Result

Main()

Individual id:210161

Reads the input and

Individual id:210161

pass it to the ancestor
method
Ancestors(int)

Individual id:210161

Ancestors method

Draws the ancestor tree

reads individual id
and call other methods
to get ancestor details
and finally draws the
ancestor tree
parentarr(int)

Individual id:210161

This method gets

Father id:110141

individual id and

Mother id:110112

retrieves the parent for
the respective
individual and stores
the value in an array.
sibling(int, int,

Father id:210011

Sibling method gets

Sibling id:210041

int)

Mother id:210022

father, mother and

Sibling id:210031

Individual id:210051

individual id and
stores the sibling in an
array

valueChanged(Tr
eeSelectionEvent)

Selected id :112202

This method displays

Current Selection:

the selected value in

112202 mother of110112

the pedigree tree in the
bottom of the jframe
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5.3.2

The following table validates the methods in Descendant class

Method

Input

Expected result

Result

Main()

Individual id:110112

Reads the input and

Individual id:110112

pass it to the
descendant method
Descendants(int)

Individual id:110112

Descendant method

Draws the descendant

reads individual id

tree

and call other methods
to get descendant
details and finally
draws the descendant
tree
Isparent(int)

Individual id:110112

This method checks if

Father id:110141

the individual has

Mother id:110112

family and stores the
family information in
father and mother
array
findkids(int,int)

Father id:110141

This method retrieves

Individual id:210161

Mother id:110112

the children value and

Individual id:210171

stores in an array

Individual id:210181
Individual id:110192

valueChanged(Tr
eeSelectionEvent)

Individual id:110112

This method displays

Current Selection:

the selected value in

110112 - wife

the pedigree tree in the
bottom of the jframe
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5.3.3

The following table validates the methods in Matrix class

Method

Input

Main()

Expected result

Result

Reads the input and

Individual id:110112

pass it to the matrix
method
matrix(int)

Individual id:110112

matrix method reads

Returns family

individual id and call

information in two

other methods to get

Different matrices

family details and
finally returns the
matrix
ancestor(int)

Individual id:110112

This method retrieves

Father id:210051

the ancestor

Mother id:210082

information of the
individual and stores
in father and mother
array.
spouse(int, int)

Father id:210121

This method retrieves

Retrieves the ancestor

Mother id:210132

the spouse ancestor

information

information and stores
in father and mother
array.
printm()

This method prints the

Prints the matrix1

individual matrix
printm1()

This method prints the

Prints the spouse

spouse matrix

matrix
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5.3.4
Method

The following table validates the methods in unrelated class
Input

Main()

Expected result

Result

This method calls the
unrelated method

Unrelated()

This method retrieves

Retrieves the unrelated

the unrelated

Individuals.

individuals by looping
through all the
individuals int
database.
findsib(int)

Individual id:210171

This method retrieves

Sibling id:110192

the sibling and checks
if those individuals are
unrelated individuals.
Result()

This method prints the

Prints the unrelated

list of unrelated

individuals in the

individuals in the

Database.

database
5.3.5

The following table validates the methods in InsertIntoDatabase class

Method

Input

Expected result

Result

Main()

Individual id:110201

This method reads the

Individual id:110201

Father id:110112

user input and pass the

Father id:110112

Mother id:110141

values to the

Mother id:110141

Gender: Male

InsertIntoDatabase()

Gender: Male

Genetic no:004-d

Genetic no:004-d

Family No:4

Family No:4
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InsertIntoDatabas Individual id:110201

This method calls other Insert value into the

e(int, int, int,

Father id:110112

methods for validation

String, String, int)

Mother id:110141

and finally inserts data

Gender: Male

into the database.

database

Genetic no:004-d
Family No:4
checkdad(int, int)

Father id:110112

This method checks if

Yes, father id is already

Family No:4

the father id is already

Present in the database.

present in the database.
checkmom(int,

Mother id:110141

This method checks if

Yes, mother id is

int)

Family No:4

the mother id is

Already present in the

already present in the

database

database
checkval(int, int,

Individual id:110201

This method checks if

No, the value is not

int)

Father id:110112

the value is already

In the database.

Mother id:110141

present in the database.

checkfamno(int,

Family No:4

This method checks if

int)

Individual id:110201

the family no is already Number is already

Yes ,the family

present in the database. Present in the database
5.4

Integration Testing:

Integration testing ensures that the all units of an application function together
correctly. The pedigree GUI has seven different buttons; they are ancestors,
descendant, matrix, new entry, unrelated, clear and help. Here the first five
buttons invoke each independent class. These classes are not related to any other
classes. This document explains the integration testing for the Pedigree GUI
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where all the button action of the GUI is explained [fig-1]. Testing of each
independent class is shown in unit testing document.

Fig28: pedigree GUI

The following tables explains the integration testing of the pedigree GUI
5.4.1 Ancestor Class:
The ancestor class is invoked when the ancestor button is clicked .The arrow
mark shows the ancestor button in the figure. [Fig: 29]
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Fig 29: The arrow pointing the ancestor button

Test ID Test
1.1

Ensure that the ancestor tree is drawn for the entered individual

Steps for Testing

Result

Run the pedigree tool

The pedigree tool GUI open up

Enter the individual ID in the under the
“Key in the ID” block.
Click the “Ancestor” button

A new frame opens up with ancestor
tree.

Click the”+” sign to view the tree

The tree expands
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5.4.1.1 The following table’s validates the “Ancestor button” action under
actionPerformed () method in PedigreeTool class.
5.4.1.1.1 Ensure that the Individual ID equals to 6 digits
Steps for testing

Input

Expected

Result

result
Run the Pedigree Tool

Pedigree

GUI

Tool GUI

Pedigree Tool GUI opens.

opens
Key in the Individual

11011

An Error

A dialog pops up with the

id less than 6 digits

message

following error message "Enter

and click the

must be

valid 6 digits Individual. Please

“Ancestor” button

thrown

see the help section for further
assistance"
A dialog pops up with the

Key in the Individual

An error

id more than 6 digits

1101111 message

following error message "Enter

and click the

must be

valid 6 digits Individual. Please

“Ancestor” button

thrown

see the help section for further
assistance"

5.4.1.1.2 Ensure that the individual ID follows the genetic naming convention.
((i.e.) starts with 1 or 2 and ends with 1 or 2)

Steps for testing

Input

Expected

Result

result
Key in the Individual

311011 An error

id without specifying

message

A dialog pops up with the following error
message "Entered individual ID doesn't
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the individual is

must be

follow the genetic rules. The individual id

unrelated or not and

thrown

must specify whether the individual is

click the “Ancestor”

unrelated or not. Please see the help

button

section for further assistance."

Key in the Individual

110003 An error

id without specifying

message

message.

the individual is

must be

"Entered individual ID doesn't follow the

male or female and

thrown

genetic rules. The individual id must be

A dialog pops up with the following error

click the “Ancestor”

male or female. Please see the help section

button

for further assistance."

5.4.1.1.3 Ensure that the individual ID is a non negative value

Steps for testing

Input

Expected

Result

result
Key in the Individual id with

-

An error

A dialog pops up with the

negative integer and click the 110112 message

following error message.

“Ancestor” or ”Descendant”

must be

"Please enter Integer values. Please

button

thrown

see the help section for further
assistance."
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5.4.1.1.4 Ensure that the individual ID is an integer value.
Test

Steps for testing

Input

ID
1.4.1

Expected

Result

result
Key in the Individual id

>>??

An error

A dialog pops up with the

with non integer value

message must following error message

and click the “Ancestor”

be thrown

button

"Please enter Integer values.
Please see the help section for
further assistance."

1.4.2

Key in the Individual id

Value An error

A dialog pops up with the

with non integer value

message must following error message. "Please

and click the “Ancestor”

be thrown

button

enter Integer values. Please see
the help section for further
assistance."

5.4.1.1.5 Ensure that the ancestor tree is drawn for the valid input
Test

Steps for testing

Input

Expected result

Key in the valid

110112 Individual’s ancestor

Result

ID
1.5.1

Individual’s ancestor

individual ID and click

information must be

information is drawn in

the” Ancestor “ button

retrieved.

JTree format.
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5.4.2 Descendant Class:
The descendant class is invoked when the descendant button is clicked .The
Test ID

Test

2.1

Ensure that the descendants tree is drawn for the entered individual
arrow mark shows the descendant button in the figure. [Fig: 2-1]

Fig 30: The arrow pointing the descendant button
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Steps for Testing

Result

Run the pedigree tool

The pedigree tool GUI open up

Enter the individual ID in the under the
“Key in the ID” block.
Click the “Descendants” button

A new frame opens up with descendant tree.

Click the”+” sign to view the tree

The tree expands

5.4.2.1 The following table’s validates the “Descendant button” action under
actionPerformed () method in PedigreeTool class.
5.4.2.1.1 Ensure that the Individual ID equals to 6 digits
Test ID

Steps for testing

Input

Expected

Result

result
2.1.1

Run the Pedigree Tool

Pedigree

GUI

Tool GUI

Pedigree Tool GUI opens.

opens
2.1.2

Key in the Individual id

11011

An Error

A dialog pops up with the

less than 6 digits and

message

following error message

click the ”Descendant”

must be

"Enter valid 6 digits

button

thrown

Individual. Please see the help
section for further assistance"

2.1.3

Key in the Individual id

An error

A dialog pops up with the

more than 6 digits and

1101111 message

following error message

click the ”Descendant”

must be

"Enter valid 6 digits

button

thrown

Individual. Please see the help
section for further assistance"
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5.4.2.1.2 Ensure that the individual ID follows the genetic naming
convention.((i.e.) Starts with 1 or 2 and ends with 1 or 2)
Steps for testing

Input

Expected

Result

result
Key in the Individual

311011 An error

id without specifying

message

message "Entered individual ID doesn't

the individual is

must be

follow the genetic rules. The individual id

unrelated or not and

thrown

must specify whether the individual is

A dialog pops up with the following error

click the ”Descendant”

unrelated or not. Please see the help section

button

for further assistance."

Key in the Individual

110003 An error

A dialog pops up with the following error

id without specifying

message

message.

the individual is male

must be

"Entered individual ID doesn't follow the

or female and click the

thrown

genetic rules. The individual id must be male
or female. Please see the help section for

”Descendant” button

further assistance."

5.4.2.1.3 Ensure that the individual ID is a non negative value

Steps for testing

Input

Expected

Result

result
Key in the Individual id

-

with negative integer and

110112 message must

click the ”Descendant”

An error

be thrown

button

A dialog pops up with
the following error
message.
"Please enter Integer
values. Please see the
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help section for further
assistance."

5.4.2.1.4 Ensure that the individual ID is an integer value.
Steps for testing

Input

Expected

Result

result
Key in the Individual id

>>??

An error

A dialog pops up with the

with non integer value

message

following error message

and click the

must be

"Please enter Integer values.

“Descendant” button

thrown

Please see the help section for
further assistance."

Key in the Individual id

Value An error

A dialog pops up with the

with non integer value

message

following error message.

and click the

must be

"Please enter Integer values.

“Descendant” button

thrown

Please see the help section for
further assistance."

5.4.2.1.5 Ensure that the descendant tree is drawn for the valid input
Test

Steps for testing

Input

Expected result

Key in the valid

110112 Individual’s

Result

ID
2.5.1

Individual’s

individual ID and

descendant

descendant

click the

information must

information is

“Descendant” button

be retrieved.

drawn in JTree
Format.
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5.4.3 Unrelated Class:
The unrelated class is invoked when the unrelated button is clicked .The arrow
mark shows the unrelated button in the figure. [Fig: 3-1].There’s no validation as
there no input value for unrelated button.

Fig 31: the arrow pointing the unrelated button

Test ID

Test

3.1

Ensure that the Unrelated individuals are displayed

Steps for Testing

Result

Click the “unrelated button”

The list of unrelated individuals present
in the database is displayed in the text
area.
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5.4.4

Matrix Class

The matrix class is invoked when the matrix button is clicked .The arrow mark
shows the matrix button in the figure. [Fig: 4-1]

Fig 32: the arrow pointing the matrix button

Test
Ensure that the pedigree information is displayed in the matrix format.
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Steps for Testing

Result

Run the pedigree tool

The pedigree tool GUI open up

Enter the individual ID under the matrix
block
Click the “Matrix” button

The pedigree information is displayed in
the matrix format

5.4.4.1 The following table’s validates the “Matrix button” action under
actionPerformed () method in PedigreeTool class.

5.4.4.1.1 Ensure that the Individual ID equals to 6 digits
Steps for

Input

testing

Expected

Result

result
An Error

A dialog pops up with the following error message

Individual id

message

"Enter valid 6 digits Individual. Please see the help

less than 6

must be

section for further assistance"

digits and click

thrown

Key in the

11011

the “Matrix”
button
Key in the
Individual id

An error

A dialog pops up with the following error message

1101111 message

"Enter valid 6 digits Individual. Please see the help

more than 6

must be

digits and click

thrown

section for further assistance"

the “Matrix”
button
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5.4.4.1.2 Ensure that the individual ID follows the genetic naming
convention.((i.e.) Starts with 1 or 2 and ends with 1 or 2)

Steps for
testing
Key in the

Input

Expected Result
result

411012 An error

A dialog pops up with the following error message

Individual id

message

"Entered individual ID doesn't follow the genetic rules.

without

must be

The individual id must specify whether the individual is

specifying the

thrown

unrelated or not. Please see the help section for further

individual is

assistance."

unrelated or
not and click
the “Matrix”
button
Key in the

111005 An error

A dialog pops up with the following error message.

Individual id

message

"Entered individual ID doesn't follow the genetic rules.

without

must be

The individual id must be male or female. Please see the

specifying the

thrown

help section for further assistance."

individual is
male or
female and
click the
“Matrix”
button
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5.4.4.1.3 Ensure that the individual ID is a non negative value

Steps for

Input

testing

Expecte

Result

d result

Key in

An

A dialog pops up with the following error message.

the

error

"Please enter Integer values. Please see the help section for

Individu

messag

further assistance."

al id with

e must

negative

be

integer

thrown

-110112

and click
the
“Matrix”
button

5.4.4.1.4 Ensure that the individual ID is an integer value.
Steps for

Input Expected Result

testing
Key in the

result
>>

An error A dialog pops up with the following error message

Individual

message

"Please enter Integer values. Please see the help section for

id with

must be

further assistance."

non

thrown

integer
and click
the
“Matrix”
button
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Key in the

Val

An error A dialog pops up with the following error message. "Please enter

Individual

message

id with

must be

non

thrown

Integer values. Please see the help section for further assistance."

integer
value and
click the
“Matrix”
button

5.4.4.1.5 Ensure that the matrix information is retrieved for the valid input.
Steps for testing

Input

Expected result

Result

Key in the valid

110112

The pedigree

The pedigree information is

Individual ID and

information must

retrieved and displayed in

click the matrix

be retrieved and

matrix format.

button

displayed in
matrix format.

5.4.5

InsertIntoDatabase Class

The insertIntoDatabase class is invoked when the new entry button is clicked
.The arrow mark shows the new entry button in the figure. [Fig: 5-1]
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Fig 33: the arrow pointing the New Entry button

Test
Ensure that the individual details in entered in the database

Steps for Testing

Result

Run the pedigree tool

The pedigree tool GUI open up

Enter all information under the Insert
new individual block
Click the “New Entry” button

The new individual details in entered in the
database
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5.4.5.1 The following table’s validates the “NewEntry button” action under
actionPerformed () method in PedigreeTool class.

5.4.5.1.1 Ensure that the entered individual id is valid.
Steps for

Input

Expected Result

testing

result

Click the

An error

A dialog pops up with the following error message.

“New

message

"Enter values in all the fields. Please enter another

Entry”

must be

value"

button

thrown

without
entering
value
Enter

An error

A dialog pops up with the following error message.

Individual

message

“Entered Individual ID doesn't follow Genetic rules.

ID less

must be

Please refer the help section and enter another Value"

than 6

thrown

11111

digits and
enter
invalid
values in
all the
fields and
click the
“New
entry”
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button
311223 An error

A dialog pops up with the following error message.

Individual

message

“Entered Individual ID doesn't follow Genetic rules.

ID

must be

Please refer the help section and enter another Value"

without

thrown

Enter

following
the
genetic
rules and
enter
invalid
values in
all the
fields and
click the
“New
entry”
button

5.4.5.1.2 Ensure that the entered Father ID is valid
Steps for

Input

testing

Expecte

Result

d result

Enter valid

Individu

An

A dialog pops up with the following error message.

individual

al

error

“Entered Individual ID doesn't follow Genetic

id and enter

id:110112

messag

rules. Please refer the help section and enter

father id less Father

e must

another Value"

or more

be

id:2222
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thrown

than 6 digits
and invalid
values for
the
remaining
fields and
click “New
Entry”
button
Enter valid

Individu

An

A dialog pops up with the following error message.

individual

al

error

"Entered Individual ID for Father doesn't follow

id and enter

id:110112

messag

Genetic rules. Please refer the help section and

father id

Father

e must

enter another Value"

without

ID:12012

be

following

4

thrown

Enter valid

Individu

An

A dialog pops up with the following error message.

individual

al

error

"Entered value is not integer. Please refer help

the genetic
naming
convention
and invalid
values for
the
remaining
fields and
click “New
Entry”
button
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id and enter

id:110112

messag

negative

Father id:

e must

value for

-120124

be

father id

section and enter another value"

thrown

and invalid
values for
the
remaining
fields and
click “New
Entry”
button

5.4.5.1.3 Ensure that the entered Mother id is valid.
Steps for testing

Input

Expected result

Result

Enter valid individual id

Individual

An error message

A dialog pops up

,valid father id and values

id:

must be thrown

with the following

less or more than 6 digits

110112

error message.

for mother id and invalid

Father id:

“Entered

values for the remaining

210051

Individual ID

fields and click “New

Mother id:

doesn't follow

Entry” button

2

Genetic rules
.Please refer the
help section and
enter another
Value"
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Enter valid individual id

Individual

An error message

A dialog pops up

,valid father id and

id:

must be thrown

with the following

mother id

110112

error message.

without following the

Father id:

“Entered

genetic naming

210051

Individual ID for

convention and invalid

Mother id:

Mother doesn't

values for the remaining

098012

follow Genetic

fields and click “New

rules .Please refer

Entry” button

the help section
and enter another
Value"

Enter valid individual id

Individual

An error message

A dialog pops up

,valid father id and

id:

must be thrown

with the following

negative value for mother

110112

error message.

id

Father id:

"Entered value is

and invalid values for the

210051

not integer. Please

remaining fields and click

Mother id:

refer help section

“New Entry” button

- 210082

and enter another
value"

5.4.5.1.4 Ensure that the entered gender is valid.
Steps for

Input

testing
Enter valid

Expected

Result

result
Individual id:110112

An error
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A dialog pops up with the

individual id

Father id:210051

message

following error message.” Please

,valid father

Mother id:210082

must be

enter M or F for gender. Please

id, valid

Gender: PP

thrown

refer help section and enter
another value.”

mother id and
alphabet other
than M or F
for gender
field and
invalid values
for the
remaining
fields and
click “New
Entry” button
Enter valid

Individual id:110112

An error

A dialog pops up with the

individual id

Father id:210051

message

following error message.” Please

,valid father

Mother id:210082

must be

enter M or F for gender. Please

id, valid

Gender:12

thrown

refer help section and enter

mother id and

another value.”

integer for
gender field
and invalid
values for the
remaining
fields and
click “New
Entry” button
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5.4.5.1.5 Ensure that the entered value for Family Number is valid.
Steps for

Input

testing

Expected

Result

result

Enter valid

Individual

An error

A dialog pops up with the following error

individual id

id:110112

message

message.” Entered value is not integer.

,valid father

Father

must be

Please refer help section and enter another

id, valid

id:210051

thrown

value.”

mother id

Mother

valid gender,

id:210082

genetic

Gender :M

number and

Genetic

non integer

Number:004-

value for

A

family

Family No

number and

:K

click “New
Entry” button

5.4.5.1.6 Ensure that the entered value is already present in the database or
not.
Steps for

Input

testing

Expected

Result

result

Enter all the

Individual

An error

A dialog pops up with the

values in all

id:110112

message must

following error message “The

the fields for

Father id:210051

be thrown

value is already present in the

an

Mother id:210082

database. Please refer help section

individual id Gender :M
already

Genetic

present in

Number:004-A

and enter another value"
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the database

Family No :1

and click
New Entry
button
Enter all the

Individual id:

New value is

A dialog pops up with the

values in all

299991

stored in the

following message.”New value is

the fields for

Father id: 213181

database.

added in the database”

a new

Mother id: 213152

individual

Gender :M

and click

Family No :15

New Entry
button
5.4.6

Help Button action under actionperformed () method in PedigreeTool
class.
The arrow mark shows the help button in the figure. [Fig: 6-1]

Fig 34: the arrow pointing the help button
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Test
Ensure that the help information is displayed.

Steps for Testing

Result

Click the “Help” button

The help information is displayed in the
text area.

5.4.7

Clear Button action under actionperformed () method in PedigreeTool
class.

The arrow mark shows the clear button in the figure. [Fig: 7-1]

Fig 35: the arrow pointing the clear button
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Test
Ensure that all the fields are cleared.

Steps for Testing

Result

Click the “Clear” button

Clear all the values in the input field and
text area.

6

Future work:
“Pedigree tool” can further be developed by presenting the tree in
a more detailed manner. For example, the symbol of the affected
individual, the symbol of the individual who has phenotypic
information can be shown in different colors.
The pedigree database created for age related hearing loss can be
connected to ICHSR database so that the entire detail of the subject can
be retrieved.

7

Conclusion:
Thus this pedigree tool created will be extremely valuable to the
investigation of the genetic causes of hereditary diseases and also makes
the visualization of the large extended families easier. Discovering the
genes that are involved in susceptibility to the diseases will be useful for
earlier diagnosis and treatment to slow or prevent the disease.
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Appendix

Installation Guide:
The guide to set the database connection and execute the tool is given below:
Database Connection:
Open Windows' ODBC Data Source Administrator as follows:
In Windows 95, 98, or NT, choose Start > Settings > Control Panel, then
double-click the ODBC Data Sources icon. Depending on your system, the
icon could also be called ODBC or 32bit ODBC.
In Windows 2000, choose Start > Settings > Control Panel > Administrative
Tools > Data Sources.
(1)In the ODBC Data Source Administrator dialog box, click the System DSN
tab.
(2)Click Add to add a new DSN to the list.
(3)Scroll down and select the Microsoft Access (.MDB) driver
(4)Type in the name "mdbTEST" (no quotes, but leave the cases the same) for
the Data Source Name
(5)Click SELECT and select the "mdbTESt.mdb" from Pedigree tool folder this gives access to the ACESS database
(6)Click "ok" all the way out

Execute the Tool:
Click the batch file PEDIGREE_TOOL.bat inside folder Pedigree tool to
execute the tool.
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